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1. INTRODUCTION
Let R be a prime ring with center Z.R/. For any pair of elements x;y 2 R,
we shall write Œx;y for the commutator xy   yx. An additive subgroup U of R
is said to be a Lie ideal of R, if ŒU;R  U . The centralizer of U is denoted by
CR.U / and defined by CR.U / D fx 2 R j Œx;U  D 0g. An additive mapping d W
R!R is called a derivation, if d.xy/D d.x/yCxd.y/ holds for all x;y 2R. By a
generalized inner derivation onR, one usually means an additive mapping F WR!R
if F.x/ D axC xb for fixed a;b 2 R. For such a mapping F , it is easy to see
that F.xy/ D F.x/yCxŒy;b D F.x/yCxIb.y/, where Ib is an inner derivation
determined by b. This observation leads to the definition given in [8] : an additive
mapping F WR!R is called generalized derivation associated with a derivation d if
F.xy/D F.x/yCxd.y/ for all x;y 2R. Obviously any derivation is a generalized
derivation. Other basic examples of generalized derivations are the following: .i/
F.x/ D axCxb for a;b 2 R; .i i/ F.x/ D ax for some a 2 R. Clearly, if d D 0,
then F is a left multiplier map of R. An additive subgroup U of R is said to be a Lie
ideal if Œu;r 2 U for all u 2 U and r 2 R. A Lie ideal U of R is said to be square
closed if u2 2 U for all u 2 U .
In [5], Ashraf and Rehman established that a prime ring R with a nonzero ideal I
must be commutative, if R admits a nonzero derivation d satisfying d.xy/Cxy 2
Z.R/ for all x;y 2 I or d.xy/ xy 2Z.R/ for all x;y 2 I . Recently in [4] Ashraf
et al. studied the case by replacing derivation d with a generalized derivation F in a
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prime ring R. More precisely, they proved that the prime ring R with a nonzero ideal
I must be commutative, if R admits a generalized derivation F associated with a
nonzero derivation d satisfying any one of the following situations: (i) F.xy/ xy 2
Z.R/, (ii) F.xy/Cxy 2Z.R/, (iii) F.xy/ yx 2Z.R/, (iv) F.xy/Cyx 2Z.R/,
(v) F.x/F.y/ xy 2Z.R/, (vi) F.x/F.y/Cxy 2Z.R/; for all x;y 2 I . In several
papers, all these identities are also investigated in some appropriate subsets of prime
and semiprime rings. For further details, we refer to [1, 3, 13, 14, 17, 18, 20]. Golbasi
and Koc [13] studied all the cases (i) - (vi) in a square closed Lie ideal U in a 2-
torsion free prime ring R and obtained that if d ¤ 0, then U  Z.R/. It is natural
to consider the situation F.x/F.y/˙yx 2Z.R/ for all x;y in some suitable subset
of R. Recently, in [11], Dhara et al. considered this situation in a square closed Lie
ideal U in a 2-torsion free prime ring R and obtained that if d ¤ 0, then U Z.R/.
The present paper is motivated by the previous results and our aim is to generalizes
all the above results by considering three generalized derivations.
2. PRELIMINARIES
Let U be a Lie ideal of R such that u2 2 U for all u 2 U . Therefore, for any
u;v 2U , we get uvCvuD .uCv/2 u2 v2 2U . Again in the same way, we have
uv vu 2 U . Combining these two we get 2uv 2 U for all u;v 2 U .
Following results are needed for the proof of our main results.
Lemma 1 ([19, Lemma 2.6]). Let R be a prime ring with char .R/¤ 2. If U is a
commutative Lie ideal of R, then U Z.R/.
Lemma 2 ([7, Lemma 4]). LetR be a prime ring with char .R/¤ 2. If U 6Z.R/
is a Lie ideal of R and aUb D 0, then either aD 0 or b D 0.
Lemma 3 ([15, Theorem 5]). Let R be a prime ring with char .R/¤ 2. If d be a
nonzero derivation ofR andU be a nonzero Lie ideal ofR such that Œu;d.u/2Z.R/
for all u 2 U , then U Z.R/.
Lemma 4 ([12, Theorem 1])). Let R be a prime ring with char .R/¤ 2. If d be a
nonzero derivation ofR and U be a nonzero Lie ideal ofR such that uŒŒd.u/;u;uD
0 for all u 2 U , then U Z.R/.
Lemma 5 ([9, Lemma 2]). If R is prime with a nonzero central ideal, then R is
commutative.
Lemma 6 ([6, Theorem 4]). Let R be a prime ring and I be a nonzero left ideal
of R. If R admits a nonzero derivation d which is centralizing on I , then R is
commutative.
Lemma 7 ([16, Theorem 2]). Let R be a prime ring with a nonzero derivation d
of R and I a nonzero ideal of R. If xpŒd.xq/;xr k D 0 for all x 2 I , where p;q;r;k
are fixed positive integers, then R must be commutative.
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3. RESULTS ON LIE IDEALS IN PRIME RINGS
Theorem 1. Let R be a prime ring of characteristic not 2, U a nonzero square
closed Lie ideal of R, and F;G and H generalized derivations associated to the
derivations d , ı and h of R respectively. Suppose that F.u/G.v/ H.uv/ 2 Z.R/
for all u;v 2 U . If d ¤ 0 and ı ¤ 0, then U Z.R/.
Proof. We assume that U 6 Z.R/ and prove that a contradiction. Now by the
given hypothesis we have
F.u/G.v/ H.uv/ 2Z.R/ for all u;v 2 U: (3.1)
Replacing v by 2vw in (3.1) we get
2.F.u/.G.v/wCvı.w// H.uv/w uvh.w// 2Z.R/ for all u;v;w 2 U:
Since char .R/¤ 2, this gives .F.u/.G.v/wCvı.w// H.uv/w uvh.w//2Z.R/
that is,
.F.u/G.v/ H.uv//wCF.u/vı.w/ uvh.w/ 2Z.R/ for all u;v;w 2 U: (3.2)
Commuting with w, we get
Œ.F .u/G.v/ H.uv//w;wC ŒF .u/vı.w/ uvh.w/;wD 0 for all u;v;w 2 U:
(3.3)
Since F.u/G.v/ H.uv/ 2Z.R/ for all u;v 2 U , above relation reduces to
ŒF .u/vı.w/ uvh.w/;wD 0 for all u;v;w 2 U: (3.4)
Now, replacing u by 2ux in (3.4) and then using the restriction on characteristic, we
obtain
Œ.F .u/xCud.x//vı.w/ uxvh.w/;wD 0 for all u;v;w;x 2 U: (3.5)
Again, putting v D 2xv in (3.4) we get
ŒF .u/xvı.w/ uxvh.w/;wD 0 for all u;v;w;x 2 U: (3.6)
Subtracting (3.6) from (3.5), we have
Œud.x/vı.w/;wD 0 for all u;v;w;x 2 U: (3.7)
Replacing u by 2tu and using (3.7) and char .R/¤ 2, we get
0D Œtud.x/vı.w/;w
D t Œud.x/vı.w/;wC Œt;wud.x/vı.w/
D Œt;wud.x/vı.w/ for all u;v;w;x; t 2 U: (3.8)
By Lemma 2, for each w 2U , either Œt;wD 0 for all t 2U or d.x/vı.w/D 0 for
all x;v 2 U . Let T1 D fw 2 U jŒU;wD .0/g and T2 D fw 2 U jd.U /Uı.w/D .0/g.
Then T1 and T2 are two additive subgroups of U such that T1 [ T2 D U . Since
a group cannot be union of its two proper subgroups, therefore either T1 D U or
T2 D U .
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Let T1 D U . Then ŒU;U D 0 implying by Lemma 1 that U Z.R/, a contradic-
tion. Now let T2 D U . Then d.U /Uı.U /D 0. Again by Lemma 2, either d.U /D 0
or ı.U /D 0. By Lemma 3, both of these imply U Z.R/, a contradiction. 
Theorem 2. Let R be a prime ring of characteristic not 2, U a nonzero square
closed Lie ideal of R and F;G and H generalized derivations associated to the
derivations d , ı and h of R respectively. Suppose that F.u/G.v/CH.uv/ 2 Z.R/
for all u;v 2 U . If d ¤ 0 and ı ¤ 0, then U Z.R/.
Proof. We note that  H is a generalized derivations of R with associated deriva-
tions h. Hence replacingH by H in Theorem 1, we have F.u/G.v/ . H/uv 2
Z.R/ for all u;v 2 U , that is F.u/G.v/CH.uv/ 2 Z.R/ for all u;v 2 U implies
U Z.R/. 
In particular, when F D d and G D ı are two nonzero derivations of R, then we
have the following corollary:
Corollary 1. Let R be a prime ring of characteristic not 2, U a nonzero square
closed Lie ideal of R, d;ı two nonzero derivation of R and H a generalized de-
rivation associated to the derivation h of R. If d.u/ı.v/˙H.uv/ 2 Z.R/ for all
u;v 2 U , then U Z.R/.
In particular, when H is an identity map, then we have the following:
Corollary 2. Let R be a prime ring of characteristic not 2, U a nonzero square
closed Lie ideal of R and F;G generalized derivations associated with the deriva-
tions d and ı ofR respectively. Suppose thatF.u/G.v/˙uv 2Z.R/ for all u;v 2U .
If d ¤ 0 and ı ¤ 0, then U Z.R/.
Theorem 3. Let R be a prime ring of characteristic not 2, U a nonzero square
closed Lie ideal of R and F;G generalized derivations associated with the deriva-
tions d and ı of R respectively. Suppose that F.u/F.v/ H.vu/ 2 Z.R/ for all
u;v 2 U . If d ¤ 0, then U Z.R/.
Proof. On contrary assume that U 6 Z.R/. To prove our theorem we have to
prove that this assumption leads to a contradiction. By the hypothesis, we have
F.u/F.v/ H.vu/ 2Z.R/ for all u;v 2 U: (3.9)
Putting v D 2vw in (3.9)and using char.R/¤ 2, we have
F.u/.F.v/wCvd.w// H.v/wu vı.wu/ 2Z.R/ (3.10)
which gives
F.u/F.v/wCF.u/vd.w/ H.v/wu vı.wu/ 2Z.R/: (3.11)
Commuting with w, we have
ŒF .u/F.v/wCF.u/vd.w/ H.v/wu vı.wu/;wD 0 (3.12)
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i.e.,
ŒF .u/F.v/;wwC ŒF .u/vd.w/;w  ŒH.v/wu;w  Œvı.wu/;wD 0: (3.13)
From (3.9), we can write that ŒF .u/F.v/ H.vu/;w D 0 for all u;v;w 2 U , that
is, ŒF .u/F.v/;wD ŒH.vu/;w for all u;v;w 2 U . Thus (3.13) reduces to
ŒH.vu/;wwC ŒF .u/vd.w/;w  ŒH.v/wu;w  Œvı.wu/;wD 0: (3.14)
Putting uD w2 in (3.14), we have
ŒH.v/w2Cvı.w2/;wwC Œ.F .w/wCwd.w//vd.w/;w
  ŒH.v/w3;w  Œvı.w3/;wD 0; (3.15)
i.e.,
Œ.F .w/wCwd.w//vd.w/;w  Œvw2ı.w/;wD 0 for all v;w 2 U: (3.16)
Putting v D 2wv and uD w in (3.14), then using char.R/¤ 2, we have
ŒH.wvw/;wwC ŒF .w/wvd.w/;w  ŒH.wv/w2;w  Œwvı.w2/;wD 0 (3.17)
i.e.,
ŒF .w/wvd.w/;w  Œwvwı.w/;wD 0 for all u;v;w 2 U: (3.18)
Subtracting (3.18) from (3.16), we get
Œwd.w/vd.w/;w  Œvw2ı.w/;wC Œwvwı.w/;wD 0 for all v;w 2 U: (3.19)
Now putting v D 2wv in (3.19) and using char.R/¤ 2 we get
Œwd.w/wvd.w/;w wŒvw2ı.w/;wCwŒwvwı.w/;wD 0 for all v;w 2 U:
(3.20)
Left multiplying (3.19) by w and then subtracting from (3.20), we get
ŒwŒd.w/;wvd.w/;wD 0 for all v;w 2 U: (3.21)
Replacing v with 2vw in (3.21) and using char.R/¤ 2, we have
ŒwŒd.w/;wvwd.w/;wD 0 for all v;w 2 U: (3.22)
Now right multiplying (3.21) by w and then subtracting from (3.22), we have
ŒwŒd.w/;wvŒd.w/;w;wD 0 (3.23)
and again replacing v with 2vw, we get
ŒwŒd.w/;wvwŒd.w/;w;wD 0 for all v;w 2 U; (3.24)
i.e.,
wŒd.w/;wvwŒd.w/;ww w2Œd.w/;wvwŒd.w/;wD 0 for all v;w 2U: (3.25)
Now we put v D 8vwŒd.w/;wu in (3.25) and using char.R/¤ 2, obtain
wŒd.w/;wvwŒd.w/;wuwŒd.w/;ww
 w2Œd.w/;wvwŒd.w/;wuwŒd.w/;wD 0 for all u;v;w 2 U:
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By (3.25), this can be written as
wŒd.w/;wvw2Œd.w/;wuwŒd.w/;w wŒd.w/;wvwŒd.w/;wwuwŒd.w/;wD 0
i.e.,
wŒd.w/;wvwŒŒd.w/;w;wuwŒd.w/;wD 0 for all u;v;w 2 U:
By Lemma 2, this implies that wŒŒd.w/;w;wD 0 for all w 2 U . Then, by Lemma
4, we have U Z.R/, a contradiction. 
Theorem 4. Let R be a prime ring of characteristic not 2, U a nonzero square
closed Lie ideal of R, and F , G are two generalized derivations associated to the
derivations d and ı of R respectively. Suppose that F.u/F.v/CH.vu/ 2Z.R/ for
all u;v 2 U . If d ¤ 0, then U Z.R/.
Proof. Replacing H by  H and h by  h in Theorem 3, we get our conclusion.

In particular, when F D d is a nonzero derivation ofR, then we have the following
corollary:
Corollary 3. Let R be a prime ring of characteristic not 2, U a nonzero square
closed Lie ideal of R, d a nonzero derivation of R and H a generalized derivation
associated to the derivation h of R. If d.u/d.v/˙H.vu/ 2 Z.R/ for all u;v 2 U ,
then U Z.R/.
In particular, when H is identity map of R, then we have the following corollary.
Corollary 4. Let R be a prime ring of characteristic not 2, U a nonzero square
closed Lie ideal of R and F a generalized derivation of R associated to the nonzero
derivation d of R. If F.u/F.v/˙vu 2Z.R/ for all u;v 2 U , then U Z.R/.
We know that any both sided ideal is also a Lie ideal of R. If R is a prime ring and
I is a nonzero ideal of R, then aIb D 0 implies either a D 0 or b D 0. Moreover,
similar Lemmas are holds for both sided ideals (see Lemma 5, Lemma 6 and Lemma
7) in prime rings without assumption of char .R/ ¤ 2, therefore, we see that if we
replace Lie ideal with a both sided ideal ofR in the above Theorems, then the conclu-
sion remain valid even without assumption of characteristic onR. Thus the following
corollaries are straightforward.
Corollary 5. Let R be a prime ring, I a nonzero ideal of R and F;G and H
generalized derivations associated to the derivations d , ı and h of R respectively.
Suppose that F.x/G.y/˙H.xy/ 2Z.R/ for all x;y 2 I . If d ¤ 0 and ı ¤ 0, then
R must be commutative.
Corollary 6. LetR be a prime ring, I a nonzero ideal ofR and F andH general-
ized derivations associated to the derivations d and ı ofR respectively. Suppose that
F.x/F.y/˙H.yx/ 2Z.R/ for all x;y 2 I . If d ¤ 0, then R must be commutative.
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4. RESULTS ON SEMIPRIME RINGS WITH IDENTITY ELEMENT
In this section we discussed the identity F.xnym/D F.xn/F.ym/ for all x;y 2
R. Let us introduce some well known and elementary definitions for the sake of
completeness. For any nonempty subset S of R. If F.xy/D F.x/F.y/ or F.xy/D
F.y/F.x/ for all x;y 2 S , then F is called a generalized derivation which acts as a
homomorphism or an anti-homomorphism on S , respectively.
Before the beginning our proofs, we would like to recall Ali et al. results, more
precisely we refer to Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 4.3 in [2]. All that we need here is
to remind the conclusions contained in [2] in the case F is a generalized derivation
associated with derivation d in semiprime ring, because for x;y;´ 2R, F..xy/´/D
F.x.y´// impliesF.xy/´Cxyd.´/DF.x/y´Cxd.y´/, that is, F.x/y´Cxd.y/´C
xyd.´/D F.x/y´Cxd.y´/, implying R.d.y´/ d.y/´ yd.´//D .0/. Since R
is semiprime ring, this implies that d is a derivation ofR and hence F is a generalized
derivation of R.
We summarize these reduced results in the following lemmas:
Lemma 8 ([2, Theorem 4.1]). Let R be an nŠ-torsion free semiprime ring with
identity 1, where n  2 is a fixed integer and let F;d W R! R be additive mappings
such that F.xy/D F.x/yCxd.y/ for all x;y 2 R. If F..xy/n/D F.xnyn/ holds
for all x;y 2R, then Œd.x/;xD 0 for all x 2R.
Moreover, ifR is prime and d is a nonzero derivation ofR, thenR is commutative.
Lemma 9 ([2, Theorem 4.3]). LetR be a .m_n/Š-torsion free semiprime ring with
identity 1, where m and n are positive integers and F;d W R! R be additive map-
pings such that F.xy/D F.x/yCxd.y/ for all x;y 2 R. If F.xmyn/D F.ynxm/
for all x;y 2R, then Œd.x/;xD 0 for all x 2R.
Moreover, ifR is prime and d is a nonzero derivation ofR, thenR is commutative.
Lemma 10 ([10, Theorem 2.2]). Let R be a semiprime ring, I a nonzero ideal
of R and F a nonzero generalized derivation of R associated with a derivation d .
If F.xy/ D F.x/F.y/ for all x;y 2 I , then d.I / D 0 and F is a commuting left
multiplier mapping on I .
In particular, if R is a prime ring, then d D 0 and F is identity mapping of R.
Lemma 11 ([10, Theorem 2.4]). Let R be a semiprime ring, I a nonzero ideal of
R and F a nonzero generalized derivation of R associated with a derivation d . If
F.xy/D F.y/F.x/ for all x;y 2 I , then d.I /D 0 or R contains a nonzero central
ideal.
In particular, if R is a prime ring, then R is commutative and and F is left multi-
plier mapping of R.
We are now ready to prove our theorems.
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Theorem 5. LetR be a .m_n/Š-torsion free semiprime ring with identity 1, where
m and n are two fixed positive integers and F a nonzero generalized derivation as-
sociated with a derivation d of R . If F.xnym/ D F.xn/F.ym/ for all x;y 2 R,
then d D 0. In particular, if R is a prime ring, then d D 0 and F is a commuting left
multiplier mapping of R.
In particular, if R is a prime ring, then F is identity mapping of R.
Proof. We have the relation
F.xnym/D F.xn/F.ym/ (4.1)
for all x;y 2R. In particular, when x D 1, we have from above that
F.ym/D F.1/F.ym/ (4.2)
for all y 2 R. Now replacing x by xCk1 in (4.1), where k is any positive integer,
we get
F..xCk1/nym/D F..xCk1/n/F.ym/
for all x;y 2R. Expanding the power values of .xCk1/, we have
F

xnC
 
n
1
!
kxn 1C
 
n
2
!
k2xn 2C C
 
n
n 1
!
kn 1xCkn1

ym

D F

xnC
 
n
1
!
kxn 1C
 
n
2
!
k2xn 2C (4.3)
  C
 
n
n 1
!
kn 1xCkn1

F.ym/
for all x;y 2R. Using relation (4.1) and (4.2), this can be written as
kf1.x;y/Ck2f2.x;y/C Ckn 1fn 1.x;y/D 0 (4.4)
for all x;y 2 R. Now, replacing k by 1;2;3; : : : ;n  1 in turn, and considering the
resulting system of n 1 homogeneous equations, we see that the coefficient matrix
of the system is a Van der Monde matrix0BBB@
1 1 1    1
2 22 23    2n 1
:::
:::
:::
:::
.n 1/ .n 1/2 .n 1/3    .n 1/n 1
1CCCA :
Since the determinant of the matrix is equal to a product of positive integers, each of
which is less than n 1, and since R is .n 1/Š-torsion free, it follows immediately
that
f1.x;y/D f2.x;y/D   D fn 1.x;y/D 0
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for all x 2R. Now, fn 1.x;y/D 0 implies that
F
 
n
n 1
!
xym

D F
 
n
n 1
!
x

F.ym/ (4.5)
for all x;y 2R. Which gives
nF.xym/D nF.x/F.ym/ (4.6)
for all x;y 2R. Since R is n-torsion free, we have
F.xym/D F.x/F.ym/ (4.7)
for all x;y 2 R. Again, since R is mŠ-torsion free, by applying the same argument
for y as above for x, we can write that
F.xy/D F.x/F.y/ (4.8)
for all x;y 2 R. Then by Lemma 10, d D 0 and F is a commuting left multiplier
mapping of R.
In particular, if R is a prime ring, then F is identity mapping of R. 
By the similar proof of Theorem 5, following theorem is straight forward by using
Lemma 11.
Theorem 6. LetR be a .m_n/Š-torsion free semiprime ring with identity 1, where
m and n are two fixed positive integers and F a nonzero generalized derivation of R
associated with a derivation d . If F.xnym/ D F.yn/F.xm/ for all x;y 2 R, then
d D 0 or R contains a nonzero central ideal.
In particular, if R is a prime ring, then R is commutative and and F is left multi-
plier mapping of R.
5. SOME EXAMPLES
This section contains two examples which shows that the main results are not true
in the case of arbitrary rings.
Example 1. Let Z be the ring of integers. Consider
RD

a b
0 c

W a;b;c 2Z

and U D

0 b
0 0

W b 2Z

:
Clearly, R is a ring with identity under the natural operations which is not prime.
Define the maps on R as follows
F

a b
0 c

D

a 2b
0 0

; d

a b
0 c

D

0 b
0 0

I
G

a b
0 c

D

a bCa
0 0

; ı

a b
0 c

D

0 a  c
0 0

I
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H

a b
0 c

D

a c
0 0

; h

a b
0 c

D

0  b
0 0

:
Then, it is easy to see that U is a nonzero square closed Lie ideal of R and F;G, and
H are generalized derivations associated with nonzero derivations d;ı, and h of R
respectively. Moreover, F;G and H satisfies the requirements of Theorems 1, 2, 3,
and 4, but U ªZ.R/. Hence, the hypothesis of primeness is crucial.
Example 2. Let R D

a b
0 c

W a;b;c 2Z

. Clearly, R is a ring with iden-
tity which is not semiprime as

0 b
0 0

R

0 b
0 0

D .0/ for b ¤ 0. Define F;d W
R! R such that F

a b
0 c

D

a 0
0 0

, and d

a b
0 c

D

0  b
0 0

for all
a b
0 c

2R: Then, it is easy to see that F is a generalized derivation associated with
derivation d of R. Further, for any x;y 2 R the following conditions: F.xnym/D
F.xn/F.ym/, F.xnym/ D F.yn/F.xm/ are satisfied, where m;n are positive in-
tegers. However, d ¤ 0. Hence, in Theorems 5 and 6, the hypothesis of semiprime-
ness can not be omitted.
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